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Leadership
God given or learned? I think it’s both. You hear some
leaders referred to as “natural born leader”. I thought
I was just bossy when I was growing up, not that I
would admit that then! But over time I have been exposed to many leaders and leadership styles and I can
now say with some degree of knowledge that there are
leaders for many different aspects of life and organizations. Some of the qualities and characteristic transfer
across to all but some have their own unique qualities.
In GWRRA we need leaders in many different areas.
We need a Director who can keep a good widespread
vision on all aspects and be able to give direction and
most importantly make things happen. A great leader
knows that it takes a TEAM! We need an Educator,
someone with patience, an ability to share knowledge so
the “student” understands and can put that knowledge
to work and a passion for sharing how to be the best
rider or co-rider you can be. We need a Trainer, someone with a passion for sharing knowledge and helping,
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through coaching and instruction, each Member realize how they can contribute. We need an MEP, the ones we call the “Fun People”. They need to lead
through activities and FUN while keeping their eye on our Membership recruiting and retention and setting plans to make that happen. We need leaders who can plan rides; plan social events; plan eating events; and plan for our
finances, thank you Treasurers!
So when I hear the expression “we can’t find anyone to step up” it makes me
wonder, with so many leaders in so many areas why can’t we find anyone? I
believe that we work so hard at being good leaders that we sometimes complain about how hard it is and we forget to express the joy and the fun. If a
job is horrible does anyone want it? So next time you talk about your leadership talents remember to be positive about your accomplishments and the fun
you are having. This attitude will open your mind to the opportunities all
around you. Then trust your gut, you’ll spot leaders all around you that you
missed before because you’ll remember as a good leader that we need leaders
in many areas and each one who you ask to help you makes your job easier,
more fun and you’re training the future of GWRRA. What an honor!
Question for the President
Ghost Members????
Members???? A Member of GWRRA is someone who is in good
standing with their dues paid. So by the very term ghost do we
mean the presence of a Member past? In some cases unfortunately that is too often who we are referring to and that is certainly
where it gets really tough!
If you do nothing as a leader what message does it send to the rest of the Membership of GWRRA? When we think with this mindset you realize that it tells
the rest of our Members that we aren’t really concerned about our Association
because we’ll accept those who are not honorable and have joined and pay for
their Membership. You see, I don’t think this is the message that we want to
send!
When we have different pricing for an event, that is to attract a Non-Member
to come and take a look at us and through that look we want them to join.
Many of us as leaders have offered free registration to our event if a person
joins rather than have them pay the higher price. It’s a great incentive.
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When I first became a leader there was the “magic 3 meetings” recommendation for a ghost member. That no longer exists in our Handbook. But our
Handbook does do a very good job of explaining our position and why we feel
that a “ghost” takes away from the experience of the whole.
On another note, our Membership is really reasonable for what we get, maybe
even cheap! For $45 for an Individual or $55 as a Family you gain the benefits
of “Organized GWRRA” our Chapters, Districts, Regions and all they have to
offer. You get WingWorld Magazine. You get hotel, travel, amusement park,
health, and much more in the way of special prices and discounts. You get
towing for a motorcycle! Our program is so good that we’ve expanded it to offer you even more benefit for slightly more in a way to fit your needs! There
are so many benefits to our Membership that having that discussion with
someone is important. Remember we have really great brochures to help you
explain benefits and provide an easy sign up.
So when you are faced with this situation remember that you have resources
from the Handbook to your Appointing Officers and you should refer to those
resources. Also as I said above about leadership, trust your “gut” you know
what feels rights your only real task is to find the way to express yourself with
integrity over this situation. Good luck!
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THE SIGHTS
AND SOUNDS
WING DING AWAIT YOU!!

OF

Look for the “sea of motorcycles” in the parking lot
Enjoy a FREE demo ride on a new bike or trike
Sign up for the “indoor” poker run
You will find it impossible to count all of the lights in the light parade
Have FUN and ride with all the flags in the Grand Parade!
You will be amazed at the entries in the Krazy Hat and Mascot Contests
All of our best riders will appear in the Top Gun Competition
Just feast your eyes on all of the “safety” chrome and “safety” lights for your
bike or trike on display in the Trade Show
Take a good look at all of the beautiful bikes, trikes and trailers in the People’s
Choice Bike Show

You can hear the antennas click as the Drill Teams put on a great show when
their mirrors are only 2” apart
“The winning ticket for the $1000 Gift Certificate for chrome belongs to
_______________!”
“Introducing
your
2016-2017
Year_______________.”

International

Couple

Of

The

“Step right up folks, try your luck, win a prize right here on our Midway”
Allemande left, dosido, couples promenade, It’s called Square Dancing 101.
Come join us in the FUN!”
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Sign up here for the “Krazy Hat and Mascot Contests” Get your cameras
ready for this FUN event!
“And the lucky winner of the Brand New Gold Wing is _____________.”
“Your future GWRRA shirt, hat or jacket is on sale right now. Hurry on
over!”
“Honey, this is the best vacation ever!”

“Hi there, welcome to Wing Ding, we are Ray and Sandi Garris, your Directors of GWRRA. How about a hug?
The rest is up to you. Let your fingers do the magic and call 1-800-843-9460 or
online to www.GWRRA.org. We look forward to seeing you in Billings!
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Epilogue to a crash
In last months article for Insight, I described a serious motorcycle crash I was
involved in on June 10th in Hillsborough County, FL. I was subsequently hospitalized for two days and my 2012 GL1800 was heavily damaged. All as a result of a careless and inattentive driver who violated my right-of-way when he
abruptly changed lanes into my path of travel from a left turn storage lane
he'd been occupying. The driver was charged with improper lane change. As
we've all heard before, having the right-of-way doesn't matter much if you are
"dead right".
I have to say that my insurance company (Dairy Land) did a marvelous job of
taking care of their financial obligation while Medicare and Humana took care
of my medical expenses. As of this writing, I have not had to pay any out-ofpocket expenses incurred in the crash. Total repair costs to the bike were just
over $10,000.
Since then, my bike was rebuilt and repaired at Gables Honda in Wesley
Chapel. I picked it up on August 2nd and they did a fantastic job making it
like new again. I really enjoyed the ride home. It seemed like a long wait, but
the bike had lots of custom paint and other accessories which needed repair or
replacement. I was fortunate in locating a expert motorcycle custom painter
in Inverness, FL (Patrick Busby) who completely restored the damaged pieces
and perfectly repainted them. He was even able to repair some pieces which
had artwork on them, filling scratches and blemishes with fiberglass and
blending the paint so as to make the ABS panels look like they'd never been
damaged.
My injuries (four broken ribs and a punctured lung) are slowly but steadily
healing. I hope to be able to ride to Wing Ding. That will all depend upon my
physical condition in about ten days to two weeks and how well the bike is performing after all the repairs.
I have a new Arai helmet and new GWRRA riding jacket to replace the ones
damaged in the crash. I'm about as ready to ride as I can be. It's all up to the
healing process now.
Please remember, All the Gear All The Time! This could have been a fatal
crash or much more serious injuries from which I might have never recovered.
That riding gear is what saved me, no doubt about it.
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Remembering To:
We are ALL in our Riding Season in GWRRA, some places they have to do it early in
the morning or later in the day, but overall we’re ALL riding. Along with the riding
season comes Chapter events like, day rides, dinner rides, and rides to or from our
Chapter socials, riding to other Chapters events or even Chapter overnight trips.
It’s also Rally time; you have your District Rallies, put on to bring their Chapter Member together for Education, Training, sharing stories with the other Members of their
District, hopefully meeting new friends and to have fun. Then there is your Region Rallies, and again it’s a time to get reacquainted with your brother & sisters from the other Districts in your Region and if you’re lucky maybe meet a Member from a different
part of our great association. And then there is the Grand Daddy of all your Rallies
and that is Wing Ding. For me it’s much more than a Rally, it has more vendors in one
place than you will find any where else, the seminars that are offered will cover just
about any topic you could want, the rides, the entertainment is WOW, but besides all of
that, for me it’s the Members (GW friends / family) I haven’t seen since last year’s
Wing Ding.
It’s all fun and we all have a great time taking in all those Chapter Events, District Rallies, Region Rallies and of course Wing Ding, but how do you think each of those many
Events and Rallies become successful? We as Officers have all put together awesome
Teams, who are very instrumental in a successful Event or Rally, but does it stop
there? I hope you all answered NO to that question and you would be, Right. We have
done a pretty good job thanking our Teams, but what about the Members. The numerous Members that help set up the Event or Rally, the couple that volunteered to sell
tickets, the guy that volunteered to led guided rides, the gal who printed up fliers and
the Members that come to the Events and Rallies. Just how successful would our
Events and Rallies be if our Members didn’t step up and volunteer or participate in
them?
Remembering To, Thank our Members, after all the Events and Rallies are put on for
one reason, the Members of GWRRA. They deserve it, so let me and the National Team
say: TO THE GREAT MEMBERS OF GWRRA, THANK YOU for volunteering and
participate in our Chapter, District, Region and National Events & Rallies, you are
what makes GWRRA Events & Rallies successful
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Webster defines passion as “a strong feeling of enthusiasm or excitement for
something or about doing something”. Many members of this association have
a strong passion. They have a passion for serving the members. It does seem
strange and maybe unique that a person will spend time and money to meet
the needs of others purely because of the joy and satisfaction that it brings.
They don’t get paid in dollars and cents.
Why do some members feel this way and step up to take on more responsibility than others? We all have seen Rider Course Instructors setting up courses
in the rain or when its 100 degrees they look like they are enjoying it, and they
are! We have attended workshops and classes where the Instructors and
Trainers have put many hours into preparation, arrived early to set up and
still have a big smile on their faces when you walk into the room! We all have
seen our Membership Enhancement folks come up with silly games and activities that make us laugh and they are usually the ones laughing the most!
What’s in the water? Or the air that makes and I mean makes these folks go
above and beyond what is asked or what we expect of them?
As a Rider Course Instructor, there is a wonderful warm feeling you get when
you coach a rider, they put that coaching into action, and it works for them!
Usually there’s a big smile on their face. You can see it through a full face helmet. You have just helped them become a better rider. Perhaps you have contributed to a knowledge and skills base that will help them make the correct
decision and action at the right time down the road.
As an Instructor, in a room full of leaders and officers both experienced and
inexperienced facilitating a discussion and watching the whole class “get it” is
very satisfying.
I watch a friend of mine who is currently a Chapter Director. They could be
out riding and thinking about nothing but the ride and that would be fine. Instead they are thinking about the Chapter Participants, planning events for
them to attend, working on opportunities that will be fun. Sometimes it’s
hard, sometimes it’s a lot of work, but they keep coming back and working on
things that benefit the members. They have a passion for this Association and
the members and are willing to invest time and energy because of the passion
and the satisfaction of a job well done.
So, my question to you is, do you have a passion? Have you watched someone
in GWRRA who invests their time and energy into the organization and the
members and though “I would like to do that”? Maybe you ask yourself “how
would I do that”? Would you like to be that Rider Course Instructor or Mem-
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bership Enhancement Coordinator or even that Chapter Director? Do you
wonder what that sense of satisfaction would feel like, how it would fill you
and help complete you as a person? You are feeling the passion. The passion
of serving your fellow members is something that can’t be paid in money. It’s
paid in fulfilling your passion! Consider being more, talk to your Chapter Director, talk to the Rider Course Instructor from your last course. Talk to the
instructor at the last workshop you attended. You won’t regret it!

Mike & Lynn
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By the Book

By: Jack Wagner
Deputy Director
Region H Trainer
“By the Book” articles are intended to help familiarize GWRRA Volunteer Leaders and Members with the policies, procedures, and information contained in the
GWRRA Officer’s Handbook (OHB). A copy of the Officer’s Handbook can be
found at the following Internet website: www.gwrra.org/oconnect/
officerhandbook.html
Please feel free to reprint these articles in Region, District, or Chapter newsletters.
.

THE IDEALS OF GWRRA

The most important ingredient for a successful Association is the Member.
Where do we find them and how do we make these people interested enough to
want to become one of us? Before anyone can be successful in “selling” GWRRA, they must first sit for a moment and determine the reason they joined.
Each of us had our own reasons – it may have been the emphasis on keeping
each other safe when riding, the 'G-rated' family atmosphere of our events or
that we know the best places for food and desserts. In most cases the motorcycles brought us together and its the relationships and ideals of GWRRA that
keep us together. Let's take a closer look at these ideals:
PROMOTE SAFETY - This will help us continue to enjoy our hobby.
We can also enjoy the fact that we are doing something to protect others
by teaching them safe riding practices. We are saving lives!
PROMOTE FRIENDSHIP - Among ALL of the motorcycling public.
What better way to enjoy our way of life than to make friends and share
with them?
PROMOTE THE POSITIVE IMAGE OF THE MOTORCYCLE RIDER - We must always keep “our best foot forward”.
PROMOTE FUN - This is the glue that holds it all together!
PROVIDE A MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE - GWRRA will provide a
money-back guarantee to any Member that is of the opinion the Association has failed to live up to their expectations.
It really does boil down to Friends for fun, safety and knowledge, and we back
that up with a money back guarantee!
The more you know, the better it gets!

Jack Wagner
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The Perfect Chapter Gathering
Participation at the Chapter level is what makes or breaks GWRRA. We know
that a majority of our Members don't participate in a Chapter – even those
who live near a Chapter. Those of us who 'get it' can't understand not participating. But why don't the others prefer Chapter life? If they were truly
'loners' they probably wouldn't have joined GWRRA in the first place. They
obviously like to ride or wouldn't own a motorcycle. So, what's missing? Only
thing left that I can think of is the Chapter gathering and activities. The Officer's Handbook outlines the Chapter gathering as follows:
“It is the means whereby GWRRA has FUN, grows, teaches, educates,
informs and establishes a basis for GWRRA’s very existence. The Chapter gathering is the most important aspect of what we strive the hardest
to accomplish; educating our Members in ways of safety, skill,
knowledge and the FUN OF GWRRA.
Properly done, a Chapter gathering is the perfect medium to carry out
our prime responsibility to our Members. It provides them a place to
come to gain fun, friends, knowledge and camaraderie. It provides us the
opportunity to “sugar coat” the pills of safety so we can teach our
"family” the tools and skills that will enable them to live longer and to
better enjoy their chosen hobby —Motorcycling.
Our immediate goal is to entice our Members to come to a monthly activity with their “family.” We do this by making our Chapter gatherings
FUN! We make it a relaxed, non-political, non-religious, friendly place
where there are No Strangers... good food, interesting people and educational programs. This is not as difficult as it sounds, but it is very basic
to accomplishing another of our missions: EDUCATE! If we can motivate our Members to attend a Chapter gathering, our job is half done.
We must then insure that the gathering is so good, so interesting, so entertaining, so rewarding and so much FUN that they will return every
month. They will also “talk it up” with their friends, thereby helping
GWRRA receive the positive publicity that goes a long way in attracting
new Members into our “family.”
If you are like me and have attended gatherings at different Chapters (or under different directors), I'm sure you've seen some that you really enjoyed and
looked forward to coming back to, while others were, well, lets just say not so
much. What made the good ones good? Think about what turned you off at
others. Think about what brings you back month after month. Also look at it
from the perspective of a visitor or 'newbie in the back of the room'. Is everyone made to feel welcome and appreciated? Does everyone really know what is
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being talked about (use of acronyms or missing background information)?
Lots of side conversations or distractions taking place? Was it fast paced and
fun filled or drawn out and boring? Did folks hang around and visit afterward
or rush out the door to leave?
All of that said, what constitutes a Chapter gathering? Does it require going to
a restaurant with a meeting room, eating dinner, having several 'reports' and
multiple speakers? How about just getting together to enjoy some fellowship
over ice cream while discussing a 'Give Me 5' topic from the Rider Ed website? Could it be a Saturday morning coffee to talk about upcoming events, followed by a ride (including a pre-ride drivers' safety briefing)? Any one of
these could fulfill the 'requirement' of a monthly Chapter gathering.
The bottom line of a 'perfect' Chapter gathering is making it what the Members want it to be – maybe not even the same format every month. The Officer's Handbook says it best. We must insure that the gathering is so good, so
interesting, so entertaining, so rewarding and so much FUN that folks will
want to return every month. They will “talk it up” with their friends, thereby
helping GWRRA receive the positive publicity that goes a long way in attracting new Members into our “family. Help make your Chapter gathering perfect!

Jack Wagner
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The Incredible Disappearing Motorcycle Trick
By Barri Critzman
I love my Mini Cooper. As a matter of fact, both Mike and I have Mini
Coopers. Mike has a Clubman. My mini, however, is better – and smaller.
Much smaller. I have a two-seater Mini Roadster. It is black with brushed
aluminum racing stripes. It has a six speed turbo with tachometers and
temperature gauges and a custom exhaust. We call it the Gnatmobile, in
homage to the much more famous (but much less fun) Batmobile.
Why am I talking about my Mini?
I was in the Gnatmobile and on my way home from a lunch with friends
when I saw a small motorcycle and rider. Both the rider and the bike were
small – the bike a little 250 Honda. Now you have to imagine the road.
This is a frontage road with two lanes on either side, and on my side is a
fence separating the freeway from the road. I was going north and the freeway on my right is going south.
I was in the number one lane with the Honda rider on my right. I saw him
quite clearly as I stopped at a light. He was wearing every bit of gear he
could find – and in every color! This is why I saw him in the first place.
When the light turned green I accelerated. I looked in my rear view mirror.
Where was the motorcycle? I looked in the side mirror. Head checks. No
motorcycle! I looked quickly around to make sure he wasn't passing me.
No motorcycle. I was so concerned that I looked quickly to all three mirrors to make sure he wasn't down or on the shoulder of the road. Nope…he
wasn't there either!
I believe in a lot of things, but motorcycles and riders do not normally disappear into the eleventh dimension. I knew that rider was there and I was
determined to find him. As I came to a stop to make a left hand turn, I saw
him. He was tucked away in my Mini’s blind spot, just to the right and behind my right quarter panel. Had I moved to the number two lane I would
have knocked him down and the car behind him would have rolled over on
him.
The sports bike rider did virtually everything right. It took less than four
seconds for all of the events described to occur. The only thing the rider did
wrong was venture into my blind spot, but here’s the thing – the rider was
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moving and shifting gears, and so was I. My mini is not a big car with lots
of blind spots. It's not an eighteen wheeler with blind spots that can hide
tanks and small planes. My mini is a tiny little car with tiny blind spots,
and it very capably hid a motorcycle and rider.
The take-away is this: I ride, so I actively look for other riders. I have
gone down, so I am always aware of riders near me. What if this had been
a normal motorist – driving a normal vehicle, who didn't see the rider, who
didn't pay attention, who was not tracking the rider and who was not looking for something that was clearly not there?
Talk to motorists. Tell people you ride. Believe in Motorist Awareness. It
can save a life.
Help us Survive the Ride
Mike and Barri Critzman
Directors
Motorist Awareness Division
GWRRA
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Greetings from Iowa!
I can’t tell you how excited I am to have
been appointed Director of Training for the
GWRRA University.
A little about me, I’m married to my wonderful husband, Fred, for nearly 50 years.
We have lived in Toledo, Iowa nearly all our
married life. We have two beautiful children, Sandy, who lives in Washington
state with her husband Jeff and our two grandchildren. Brad, our son, and his
wife, Kathy live only a few miles from us, they do not have any children of their
own, but when daughter in law Kathy joined our family she brought with her
three children, who have since blessed us with five great grandchildren and one
adorable great-great grandson.
We ride a 2006 cabernet red GL1800 Gold Wing with a California Side Car
Trike conversion. We have been riding and GWRRA members since 1992 and
have ridden in all the lower 48 states as well as all but three of the Canadian
Provinces. The 2006 is our third Gold Wing and second trike.
I am a Level III in the Rider Education levels program. Safety has always been a
huge part of my life and the safety courses that GWRRA offers are the best!
As a trainer, by profession, most of my adult life, being part of the GWRRA
training seemed a natural fit. As a trainer one of my greatest joys is to see the
“light bulb” when a new trainer or an established trainer gets the new concept.
The joy continues when that trainer and the attendees want more and more.
I would be surprised if you weren’t asking “what direction will the GWRRA
University be taking now” the path; new modules with more FUN for our members, new training skills for our instructors through the Instructor Training and
Development Program.
Wing Ding is the buzz word today for most anyone who rides a Gold Wing and is
longing to ride the beautiful mountains of eastern Montana.
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Wing Ding ~ according to the Encarta Dictionary is a party or celebration, especially a noisy and boisterous one. Billings, MT will definitely fit that definition
in just a few short weeks.
As I think of previous Wing Dings I think of the smaller celebrations that happen within the overall Wing Ding. One of those would be the University Trainers
forum (formally the Leadership Training Program forum). Wing Ding 36 comes
to mind immediately, the year I was selected as the Trainer of Year!! WOW, I
still can’t believe it. Wing Ding 38 we will bestow that honor on another Trainer/
Instructor within the GWRRA University. Join us at the University Trainers Forum on Thursday, September 1, 2016 in the Worden room from 3:00 pm – 5:00
pm.
The excitement surrounding the new Instructor Training and Certification Program (ITCP) is spreading like wildfire. The GWRRA University has five Instructor Trainers currently and August 30, 2016 we have 4 more individuals who
will conduct the ITCP as Instructor Trainer Candidates. With successful completion of the Instructor Trainer Course that will bring the total of ITCP Instructor
Trainers to nine.
Speaking of August 30, 2016, two classes of the Instructor Training and Certification Program (ITCP) are being conducted. Soon after Wing Ding we will be
scheduling more classes across the country, watch for a location near you. Are
you interested in attending the ITCP? Send me an email with your name, email
and phone number so I can add you to the list of people who want to attend.
“Every Days a New Adventure”
Clara Boldt ~ Director Training
319-240-4269
toledotriker@gmail.com
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How to have a Safe, Comfortable and FUN ride with your Co-Rider!
The purpose of the Membership Enhancement Program, as stated on our web
site home page, is to ensure that GWRRA members at every level in the organization have an enjoyable experience while participating in the many opportunities GWRRA provides. And what better way to accomplish that purpose than
by helping those all-important Co-Riders achieve an “enjoyable experience” on
every ride. We have a widely recognized Rider Education Program to help
them focus on safety. So let’s focus on, Comfort, Enjoyment, and Fun! And
Riders, you are critical to the success of this experience, so pay attention.
Sitting by the side of the road waiting for Rescue Plus is NOT ENJOYABLE.
So, do you have adequate tools with you for roadside emergencies? Note that I
said adequate – the Goldwing does not come with tools to remove your rear
wheel. If you have added a good lug nut wrench to your tool bag, you can remove the rear wheel and have a fellow rider take the wheel to the shop. If not,
you may be awaiting Rescue Plus (see above). Flashlight? Penny refuses to let
me look at flashlights in stores any more… note that while LED flashlights are
very nice, you cannot tell when the batteries are getting weak – they simply
stop working. Other things – do you know how to lay the Wing down on its
side to remove the rear wheel if necessary? Can you pick it back up? Do you
know how your Wing should be tied down on a flatbed trailer? (I understand
that the Rescue Plus Drivers are aware of the proper procedure)
Training – Has she taken a co-rider course? (And have you taken an ARC or
TRC course – two up?) Have you both taken a Medic/First Aid Course recently? Does she know what to do in the event the bike goes down? If you go
down, with a possible heart attack? Where the Engine-Kill switch is? How to
pinpoint your location with your GPS? Where the First Aid kit is?
COMFORTABLE: This is the part that makes many riders wind up without
anyone on the queen seat. Everything you can think of to make your Co-Rider
feel not just comfy, but welcome. Someplace to put her “stuff”. Leave the rear
pockets for her use, and consider getting a bag to hang from an armrest (or
your backrest) for more stuff. (This is HER area; once she gets it stocked,
don’t mess with it!) Drink holders. Keep that mug full of ice and water on a
hot day. Be sure they’re filled with something cold to drink, on hot rides. And
bring extra water if it’s a long run between stops. Sun block. Cool vests or
neckpieces for really hot days, appropriate clothing for cold weather – chaps,
heated clothing, whatever. You’re concentrating on the road and piloting the
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bike; she has less to do and dwells more on how hot or cold she is!
Stop every hour or so for a “butt break” – and whenever requested to! Aside
from the obvious necessity for bathroom breaks and fresh drinks, it’s healthier
for your circulatory system. Be careful about making overly long rides (know
her limits) – and allow extra time to rest up. Add some custom footrests for the
back seat – there are a number models available which will allow your CoRider to change her foot position, very important on long rides (as you doubtless know from your highway pegs). And for heaven’s sake, ask her before you
buy accessories for the bike for her to use – she will have her own preferences!
Rain gear, extra gloves (for when the first pair gets wet, or when it starts getting nippy). A towel to dry off wet seats. Spare meds. Once you think you
have everything you think she might need for comfort, leave some room in the
trunk for the things she knows she needs.
Warn her when rough spots are coming – like railroad tracks, speed bumps,
gravel, water, and animals. She would like to know ahead of time when the
bike starts dancing around because the road morphed into a gravel cow path,
or you’re about to cross the Grand Canyon railroad tracks. (And thank her
when she tells you about a hazard you may not see yet!)
We all know we handle our bikes and trikes, um, differently when we’re riding
two-up instead of solo. Carry that thought a little farther – avoid the racetrack
starts, and double-check that she’s ready to go before you roll off. Keep a good
following distance in traffic, and stay in your comfort zone – even if that means
letting the rest of the riders go on ahead. Take good breaks, and don’t saddle
up again until she’s ready to go. And when the weather goes to pot, pull over
when you get to a safe spot – or pull into a motel!
FUN!
Congratulations, you’re outdoors! Pity the poor auto and truck drivers in their
“cages”. You can see, hear and smell so much more than them! Wave at them;
you’re representing GWRRA, an awesome motorcycle association! Remember
to take the time to pull over and check out interesting sights and scenic overviews. Hey, you’re doing this for fun, not your weekday commute!
Talk! We all understand the need for “communications discipline” in traffic
and strange terrain – keeping the chatter to a minimum, so the Road Captain
can call out hazards. But chat a bit! C’mon, you’re on a Goldwing with your
best buddies – talk to them! (And be sure she has her own CB microphone
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button/volume control assembly, so she can join in, too!)
Check out new places. Remember that making a wrong turn is just another
way of finding something new. Have a sense of humor when everything doesn’t
work out perfectly. And remember to wave at the other bikers!

Enjoy the ride!

Larry & Penny

There will be no
September Insight Newsletter
due to Wing Ding in Billings

